HYDRAULIC PRESSURE GAUGE PORT ADAPTORS

The following fittings can be used to inspect hydraulic system pressures. The part numbers are universal and can be obtained from any industry hydraulic fitting supplier.

**CHARGE PUMP / DUMP • PRESSURE GAUGE SETUP CONNECTS TO DUMP CYLINDER**

For instruction on how to inspect the dump cylinder pressure see Technical Information document titled: “TI_WBH_Dump_Cylinder_Charge_Pump_PSI_Test”

- **5406-6-4** | Male 3/8” NPTF to Female 1/4” NPTF Reducer Bushing
- **6400-6-4** | Male 3/8” JIC to Male # 4 SAE O-Ring Adaptor
- **6600-6-6** | Male 3/8” JIC to Female 3/8” JIC Swivel Tee
- **6506-6-6** | Female 3/8” JIC to Female 3/8” NPTF Swivel

**MAIN PUMP / DRIVE • PRESSURE GAUGE SETUP CONNECTS TO DIRECTIONAL CONTROL VALVE**

For instruction on how to inspect the main pump pressure see Technical Information document titled: “TI_WBH_Main_Pump_PSI_Test”

- **2408-10** | 5/8” JIC Hose Plug
- **6400-6-10** | 3/8” Male JIC to Male # 10 SAE O-Ring Adaptor